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Chapterr 5 

Identificationn of background muons 

5.11 Introduction 

Thee charged current event sample can be contaminated by cosmic and halo muons. Halo muons 
aree produced in collisions between protons and residual gas in the beampipe or between protons 
andd the beampipe wall, upstream of the detector. The resulting pions will decay into muons 
andd some of those muons will travel parallel to the proton beam towards the detector. If they 
havee enough energy they will traverse the veto wall, the rear calorimeter, the barrel calorimeter 
andd finally the forward calorimeter depositing a trail of energy. This can result in a charged 
currentt trigger selection. An example of a halo muon event is displayed in figure 5.1. 

Anotherr source of background muons originates from cosmic rays. The cosmic muons 
thatt are found in the charged current sample can be overlapping with a real ep event or a 
beam-gass event as illustrated in figure 5.2. Another possibility is that the muon produces a 
bremsstrahlungg photon in the calorimeter that might result in a large transverse momentum 
(seee figure 5.3). Also multiple cosmic events form a substantial background. 

Thiss muonic background has to be removed from the charged current sample in an efficient 
andd sophisticated way. To achieve this a special muon finder baptised MUFFIN has been 
developed.. This muon finder searches for a topology consisting of long and narrow clusters of 
calorimeterr cells consistent with a muon traversing the detector. If a muon is found the event 
iss removed from the selected sample of charged current events. 

Inn the remainder of this chapter a brief overview of the muon finder package will follow. A 
moree elaborate description is available in [43] and in [44]. 

5.22 General description 

MUFFINN assumes that the only reason for an event to be in the charged current sample is 
thatt a muon traversed the calorimeter. In other words, if all calorimeter cells belonging to the 
muonn are removed then the remaining event will fail the trigger cuts. As the main charged 
currentt trigger is based on transverse momentum an event will be removed from the sample if 
thee transverse momentum of the event without the muon is below a threshold which is set at 
7GeV. . 
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Figuree 5 . 1 : example of a halo muon traversing the ZEUS detector, superimposed on a beam-
gasgas event. The dark cells are the ones belonging to the halo muon and the line indicates the 
muonmuon trajectory as found by the muon finder. In this plot and in later plots the dark thick 
cylindercylinder is the beampipe while the thin lines indicate the contours of the inner tracking system. 
TheThe calorimeter cells with energy are represented by grey or white blocks. CTD tracks are, in 
principle,principle, also drawn in the picture. 

Figuree 5.2: example of a cosmic muon event traversing the barrel calorimeter, superimposed 
onon a beam-gas event. 

Thee muon finder starts by looking for a possible muon pattern. This pattern is based on a 
combinationn of tracks from the muon and inner tracking chambers and clusters of calorimeter 
cells.. Those combinations are found by dedicated algorithms that each have a different approach 
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Figuree 5.3: transverse cross section of the ZEUS detector showing a cosmic muon that produces 
aa bremsstrahlung shower in the barrel calorimeter. A part of this shower leaks into the inner 
detector.detector. There the particles are bent by the magnetic field and they leave curved tracks in the 
CTDCTD before depositing their energy in the barrel EMC cells. The tracking programme becomes 
quitequite confused by the abundance of particles. 

inn finding muon patterns (see section 5.4). A muon "candidate" is then formed by calculating a 
sett of parameters for each pattern which involves a three-dimensional linear fit to the calorimeter 
clusters.. This fit yields the approximate trajectory traversed by the muon in the detector. To 
speedd up calculations MUFFIN temporarily removes the candidate from the event and checks 
iff the transverse momentum of the remaining event is still above the threshold value. If so 
MUFFINN will reject the candidate and search for other possible patterns. 

Forr the candidates that pass this first step MUFFIN performs a more precise line fit to the 
clusterss and recalculates all parameters. This set of parameters is then compared with a list of 
referencee parameters [43] that characterise a traversing muon. If the candidate is identified as 
aa muon the event is removed from the charged current sample. 

5.33 Input data 
Ass mentioned in the previous section MUFFIN is aimed at finding the calorimeter cells traversed 
byy a cosmic or halo muon. Obviously the full geometry of the calorimeter has to be known by 
thee muon finder. Each cell in the calorimeter is modelled as a box or several boxes that contain 
thee scintillator-uranium sandwiches and the HES gaps. During a line fit a ray tracing algorithm 
iss used to find the cells that are hit by the line (the muon trajectory). For this the calorimeter 
hass been split up into 27 containers, 3 x 3 x 3 , and each of these containers is constructed of 27 
boxess which then contain the calorimeter cells. When MUFFIN tries to find the cells that are 
hitt by the muon trajectory it first checks which containers are hit. Inside each hit container it 
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Figuree 5.4: schematic view (copied from [43]) of a muon traversing the calorimeter, producing 
aa bremsstrahlung shower in the cross-hatched cell. Cells 1, 2 and 3 are part of the shower but 
areare not hit by the line trajectory. 

checkss which boxes are hit and only then it checks in each hit box which cells are hit. 
Cellss other than those hit by the fitted line may be associated to the muon track due to 

bremsstrahlung.. This situation is schematically illustrated in figure 5.4 where the cells labelled 
ass 1, 2 and 3 have energy because the muon produces a bremsstrahlung shower in the cross-
hatchedd cell. MUFFIN will recognise such cells and give them an appropriate treatment when 
calculatingg the candidate parameters. An extreme example of such a showering muon is shown 
inn figure 5.3 and another muon that showers in the wavelength shifter is displayed in figure 5.5. 

MUFFINN tries to find muon patterns by combining calorimeter clusters. These clusters are 
composedd of neighbouring cells where two cells are neighbours if theyy have a surface in common 
orr if they touch each other at a common edge or corner. Cells in the outermost towers of the 
barrell calorimeter can be neighbours of cells in the FCAL and RCAL. Before searching for 
muonn patterns the muon finder performs a line fit to the cells in each cluster which is used to 
determinee the "shape" of the cluster. A long and narrow cluster is the most favoured shape as 
thiss is the most probable configuration of the energy depositions left by a minimum ionising 
particle.. To speed up calculations this type of clusters is the first one MUFFIN looks at. 

Thee muon finder uses tracks from the CTD that have been extrapolated to the inner surface 
off the calorimeter. One of the pattern recognition algorithms is based on high-momentum inner 
trackss connected to calorimeter clusters. Tracks are further used to separate the traversing 
cosmicc or halo muon from genuine physics or beam-gas events. 

Thee event vertex is used by MUFFIN to calculate the missing transverse momentum and 
energy.. The distance of the muon to the vertex helps to discriminate the background muon 
fromm a muon corning from the vertex in an ep event. If there is no tracking vertex the muon 
finderfinder uses the nominal vertex. 

Ass can be expected the information from the forward, barrel and rear muon chambers is 
veryy useful for finding muon patterns in the detector and for muon identification. MUFFIN 
usess the full three-dimensional tracks from these chambers, but also BMUON and RMUON 
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trackss that only have strip or wire information are used. For the latter type of tracks one of 
thee coordinates is unknown. 

Too profit as much as possible from the muon chamber information MUFFIN tries to combine 
muonn tracks (or rather muon track elements) with each other. Obviously the combination of two 
muonn track elements far apart gives the best estimate of the muon trajectory in the detector. 

5.44 Muon candidate finders 

Eightt different algorithms are used to find possible muon patterns in an event. The algorithms 
aree executed one after the other until one of them gives a pattern that is identified as a muon. 
Thee sequence of algorithms inside MUFFIN is as follows 

1.. find patterns based on combined muon track elements. 

2.. find patterns based on single muon track elements. 

3.. find patterns based on combined inner tracks. 

4.. a quick search for halo muons based on calorimeter clusters only. 

5.. find halo muons close to the beampipe. 

6.. find muons that do not move along a straight line. 

7.. find patterns based on calorimeter clusters only. 

8.. find patterns based on calorimeter cluster timing. 

Alll of these algorithms will be briefly explained below. More details are to be found in [43] 
andd [44]. 

5.4.11 Muon track based finders 

Thee finders based on combined and single muon track elements in the muon chambers work 
inn the same way. A candidate is formed by all calorimeter clusters that are hit by the muon 
trackk elements and all candidate parameters are calculated with the highest precision. For the 
algorithmm based on combined muon track elements no fit is performed as the line defined by the 
trackk elements is already the best estimate for the muon trajectory through the ZEUS detector. 
Inn principle this is also true for the candidates based on single muon track elements but the 
directionn of the trajectory is less well constrained. Therefore, a fit is done in which only the 
directionn of the trajectory is allowed to vary. 
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5.4.22 Combined inner track based finder 

Sometimess the muon chambers fail to detect a traversing muon. The muon, however, can 
stilll leave two very nice back-to-back high-momentum tracks in the CTD that are connected 
withh two calorimeter clusters. This is exactly the signature the combined inner track based 
finderfinder looks for. An example of an event found by this algorithm is shown in figure 5.5 where 
aa cosmic muon enters the barrel calorimeter from above and leaves the detector in the lower 
rightt corner. A shower is produced in the wavelength shifter between two BCAL modules and 
particless escape into the inner tracking detector. This algorithm does not involve a fit as the 
trajectoryy fixed by the two inner tracks is the best estimate of the muon trajectory. 

Figuree 5.5: example of a cosmic muon event that is found with the combined inner track finder. 
TheThe muon travels in between two modules of the barrel calorimeter and produces a shower in 
thethe wavelength shifter. 

5.4.33 Halo muon pat tern search 

TwoTwo different algorithms perform a search for patterns that are compatible with a halo muon 
traversingg the detector. The first algorithm combines calorimeter clusters that have the same 
positionn in the {x, y) plane into a candidate. A fast linear regression fit is performed on these 
clusterss and MUFFIN decides whether the candidate looks promising enough to continue. This 
iss done by applying the transverse momentum criterion as described previously. Also the 
numberr of cells without energy hit by the trajectory should be less than 40% of the total 
numberr of cells in the candidate. If so a more precise fit is performed and the set of parameters 
iss calculated more accurately and compared with the reference parameters characterising a halo 
muon. . 

Thee other algorithm specialises in muons that are close to the beampipe which implies that 
theyy do not go through the barrel calorimeter. The pattern it looks for is a combination of one 
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FCALL and one RCAL cluster that is compatible with a halo muon connecting them. It is not 
unlikelyy that a low y neutral current DIS event is identified as a halo muon by this algorithm 
ass the signature (positron in the RCAL close to the beampipe and a small proton remnant in 
thee FCAL) is nearly the same as a halo muon. To prevent this MUFFIN checks if the muon 
candidatee contains a positron and whether E - Pz of the event is compatible with a DIS event. 
Iff so then the candidate is not identified as a muon. 

5.4.44 Muons with a curved trajectory 

AA very special muon signature is generated by cosmic muons that lose nearly all their energy 
inn the calorimeter. An example of such an event is shown in figure 5.6. A cosmic muon losing 
alll of its energy will typically leave two energy deposits in the calorimeter that are connected 
byy a curved track. The muon finder looks exactly for this curved track pattern. If this track 
cann be connected with two clusters in the calorimeter a candidate is formed. 

Figuree 5.6: transverse cross section of the detector showing an example of a cosmic muon 
travellingtravelling along a curved path. The muon enters the BCAL from the upper right corner and 
leavesleaves a track in the BMUON. Then it deposits most of its energy in BHAC1 and enters the 
innerinner detector. The muon leaves a low momentum track in the CTD and re-enters the BCAL 
wherewhere it deposits the rest of its energy. 

5.4.55 Calorimeter cluster based finder 

Iff none of the algorithms above could find a muon MUFFIN will try to find muon patterns 
thatt are only based on combinations of calorimeter clusters. This algorithm uses several sub-
algorithmss that each have a different approach in combining clusters. All algorithms start 
withh a "seed cluster" and then try to add more clusters to this seed until the best possible 
combinationn is found. The algorithm involves many line fits making it rather slow. 
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Ann event can have more than one seed cluster and MUFFIN will try all of these until a 
muonn is found. To speed up the calculations only clusters with three or more cells are allowed 
ass a seed cluster. Moreover, a seed should not contain too many FCAL cells adjacent to the 
forwardd beampipe in order to avoid creating candidates that contain the proton remnant in an 
overlapp event. Such candidates will never be identified as a muon as they contain many cells of 
whichh only a few are hit by the muon trajectory while MUFFIN requires that for a muon all 
orr nearly all cells in the candidate are hit. The muon finder also looks which clusters have to 
bee included in the muon candidate to get the transverse momentum of the event without the 
candidatee below the threshold value. Obviously a muon candidate that does not include these 
clusterss will never pass the threshold criterion. 

AA description of all sub-algorithms that add clusters to a seed can be found in [44]. MUFFIN 
performss a quick fit to the final list of clusters that is found by each sub-algorithm. It then 
decidess whether this candidate has a chance of being identified as a muon as in section 5.4.3. If 
thee candidate looks promising then a precise fit is done and all parameters are calculated with 
thee highest accuracy. Otherwise the candidate is rejected and the muon finder will search for 
neww combinations of clusters. 

5.4.66 Calorimeter cluster timing based finder 

Thee final algorithm that identifies possible muon candidates is based on the timing information 
fromm calorimeter clusters. Two clusters far away from each other are combined in a muon 
candidatee if their timing information is compatible with a muon travelling from one to the 
otherr with the speed of light. Other clusters hit by the muon trajectory connecting the first 
twoo clusters are also added to the candidate. 
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